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universal game wheel™
volant de jeu universel | universelles spielelenkrad | rueda universal de juego | supporto universale a forma di “volante” | roda de jogo universal | universeel 

spelwiel | univerzální hrací kolečko | univerzálne hracie koliesko | γενικής χρήσης τιμονιέρα για παιχνίδια | универсальное рулевое колесо
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SETUP

Installation
Step 1: Remove protective film.

Step 2: Check Clingo pad for cleanliness and stickiness before each use. Product will fail if  the pad is 
not cleaned properly. See PROPER CARE & CLEANING for instructions. Cleaning frequency may 
vary by environment.

Step 3: Wipe dirt and dust from your mobile device and attach it to the Clingo pad. DO NOT attach your 
mobile device to the Clingo pad if it is protected by a leather or silicone case. The Clingo pad 
WILL NOT stick to leather or silicone.

Step 4: Place both hands on wheel and game away!!!

Removing Mobile Device
Gently peel (do not pull) your device off of the Clingo pad from the edge (diagram 1).

PROPER CARE & CLEANING
Proper care and use of the product is necessary to maintain optimum stickiness on Clingo pad.

For Best Results
Step 1: Remove mobile device from Clingo product.

Step 2: Run warm water over Clingo pad and use fingers to remove dirt and dust.  Hand oils and grease 
may require the use of mild soap. DO NOT use solvents to clean the Clingo Pad.

Step 3: Let Clingo pad air dry completely before using. The Clingo pad WILL NOT stick when wet.

For Quick Cleaning
Step 1: For quick cleaning, use a damp, lint-free wipe or cloth to remove dust, dirt and oil from Clingo 

pad (diagram 2). DO NOT use any paper products.

CLINGO PAD
The Clingo pad is permanently bonded to the product. Do not attempt to remove the Clingo pad.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Allsop Europe Limited and it’s subsidiaries are not responsible for any damages caused to your devices 
due to improper installation, misuse, failure to comply with proper care instructions, or use of this 
product.
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